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A B S T R A C T
We have used the latest available shape model for gas and dust simulations of the inner coma of comet 67P/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko for the period around May 2015 (equinox). We compare results from a purely in-
solation-driven model with a complementary set of observations made by ROSINA, VIRTIS, MIRO, and OSIRIS
within the same period. The observations include - for the first time - inverted MIRO measurements of gas
density, temperature and bulk velocity to constrain the model. The comparisons show that, as in November 2014
(Marschall et al., 2016), insolation-driven activity does not provide an adequate fit to the data. Both VIRTIS and
MIRO observations indicate that emissions from the Hatmehit and Imhotep regions of the nucleus are strongly
depleted in total gas, H2O, and dust emissions in this case. The MIRO inversion provides a challenging constraint
to the models as a consequence of the terminator orbit and nucleus pointing of the spacecraft. Nonetheless a
consistent picture with a dominance of outgassing from the Hapi region, even at equinox, is clearly evident. An
inhomogeneous model consistent with models proposed for the November 2014 time-frame was constructed and
provides a better fit to the data. As far as we are aware this is the first time comae data from four Rosetta
instruments have been used to constrain within one self-contained model the emission distribution at the nucleus
surface and study the dynamics of the gas and dust outflow.
1. Introduction
As comets enter the inner solar system and get close enough to the
Sun their volatile components start sublimating and drag with them
dust particles resulting in spectacular dust tails that are commonly
known. The determination of the activity distribution on the surface of
a comet is a key goal of any mission to investigate a cometary nucleus.
The Rosetta mission to comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (hereafter
67P) included as one of five prime goals in the original Rosetta an-
nouncement of opportunity (RO-EST-AO-0001, 1st March 1995) “The
development of cometary activity and the processes in the surface layer
of the nucleus and in the inner coma”. While some highly localized
sources of dust have been identified on the nucleus of 67P (e.g.
Fornasier et al., 2017), there remains a great uncertainty regarding the
physical processes that are involved. There are several reasons for this:
First, for imaging experiments (in visible wavelengths) the dust is used
as a proxy for gas activity since the gas molecules have no optical
emissions. Although there is a limited range of application to this ap-
proach, it breaks down when viewing the dust against a background of
the illuminated nucleus. In all but a very few number of cases, the
optical depth of the dust is far less than unity and hence it cannot be
seen against the bright surface because the brightness of dust is
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contaminated by the scattered light of the nucleus. Second, the re-
solutions of the remote sensing instruments sensitive to molecule
emissions (i.e. infrared and sub-mm spectrometers) are limited both
spatially and temporally, such that common volume observations (such
that the same coma region is fully in each instrument's field-of-view,
FOV, at the same time) are not easy to reconstruct. Furthermore, all
these observations rely on interpreting a line-of-sight (LOS) radiance
propagating through a gas coma structure that is not homogeneous (in
density, temperature, and velocity). In addition, often the optical depth
of the medium in a given wavelength range is large such that it sig-
nificantly complicates the analysis. Third, the densities measured at the
spacecraft through particle sensors are obviously only local measure-
ments. The frequent use of terminator orbits by the Rosetta spacecraft is
another significant complication in their interpretation because local
densities are measured at remote points remote from the main direction
of outflow, namely in the sun-ward direction. Moreover the gas ex-
pansion from surface sources into the coma reduces the “contrast” be-
tween active and inactive regions when measurements are made from
tens of kilometres above the surface leading to considerable ambiguity
in such conclusions.
The aim of this work is to study the diverse data sets of Rosetta
(including OSIRIS, VIRTIS, MIRO, ROSINA, and GIADA), constraining
the gas emission into the coma and to establish whether the data are
sufficient to reach appropriate conclusions on the activity distribution
on the nucleus. Some work has already been published towards this end
as will be discussed in detail in the following sections. We refer how-
ever to papers by Bieler et al. (2015), Fougere et al. (2016), Tenishev
et al. (2016) and Marschall et al. (2016, hereafter M2016) as examples
of the general approach being taken. However, there remains a con-
siderable amount of work to be done to incorporate all the constraints.
We focus here on the time around May 2015 (inbound equinox). For
this period the activity was already significantly higher than for our
previously studied periods of September–November 2014. While this
period is a few months prior to perihelion, the spacecraft was close to
the comet - in contrast to the period around perihelion - allowing high-
resolution remote sensing observations and near-nucleus in-situ mea-
surements that proved to be easier to connect. Moreover VIRTIS-M-IR
data are only available until May 2015.
We will first discuss the gas and dust models involved in this work
in Section 2 where we will also describe how the models relate to and
can be compared to the different Rosetta instruments. In Section 3 we
describe the different instruments we have focused on and the ob-
servations that were analysed. We then continue in Section 4 to de-
scribe the comparisons between the model and the data of the dif-
ferent instruments and what we can learn from them. Finally in
Section 5 we summarize our conclusions coming from the different
instruments.
2. DSMC model and coma calculations
The approach that we take was outlined by Marschall et al. (2016).
We have built a series of models which allow us to compare at various
stages model output with observables from several experiments on
Rosetta. The chain is shown in Fig. 1 (after Marschall et al., 2017,
hereafter M2017). The results from the DSMC gas dynamics program
are compared with measurements from ROSINA/COPS, MIRO, and
VIRTIS instruments. The results of the dust brightness calculations are
compared to OSIRIS images. Below we introduce the different models
involved and describe them in more detail in particular the assumptions
taken. How the different instruments inform the input parameters will
be discussed in Section 3.
2.1. DSMC package
The gas flow-field herein will be calculated using the Direct
Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) technique. The code used is called
UltraSPARTS1 and is a commercialized derivative of the PDSC++ code
(Su, 2013) used in previous papers (e.g. Marschall et al., 2017, 2016).
PDSC++ is a C++ based, parallel DSMC code which is capable of
simulating 2D, 2D-axisymmetric, and 3D flow fields. The code has been
developed over the past 15 years (Wu and Lian, 2003; Wu et al., 2004;
Wu and Tseng, 2005) and contains several important features including
the implementation of 2D and 3D hybrid unstructured grids, a transient
adaptive sub-cell method (TAS) for denser flows, and a variable time-
step scheme (VTS). In the parallel version, computational tasks are
distributed using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) protocol. A Do-
main Re-Decomposition (DRD) method, to optimize the parallel per-
formance, has also been implemented (Liao, 2017). The improved Ul-
traSPARTS (Ultra-fast Statistical PARTicle Simulation Package) has
been applied first to 67P by Gerig et al. (2018).
2.2. Shape and coma grid model
The shape of the nucleus is vastly different from that expected prior
to rendezvous (Lamy et al., 2006; Sierks et al., 2015), and the double-
lobed structure about a “neck” has provoked much speculation about its
origin (Davidsson et al., 2016; Jutzi and Benz, 2017). For activity stu-
dies, it has also provided significant challenges. The key aspect is that
interaction of gas emitted from adjacent regions is enhanced in the
region of the neck situated between the two lobes. The nucleus shape
model (SHAP7) (Preusker et al., 2017) is shown in Fig. 2 with the
morphological region definition (El-Maarry et al., 2016; Thomas et al.,
2018). The 3D shape model of the nucleus was integrated into the si-
mulation code with the help of a grid generation program, GRIDGEN
program from Pointwise. The full resolution of the nucleus shape model
- with about 44 million facets and a horizontal sampling of ∼ 1m and a
vertical accuracy on the decimetre scale - cannot be used. The total
number of grid elements must be restricted so that the gas dynamics
computation can be run at all because of computational load and
memory issues. Consequently, the final model passed to the gas dy-
namics simulation has been decimated to around 400,000 surface fa-
cets. Care needs to be taken with the surface definition as significant
artificial smoothing of the surface can result. Our current grid deviates
from the high-resolution shape model at the surface with an RMS error
of ∼30 cm in elevation. The computational domain extends out to
10 km from the nucleus centre of mass in the nominal case. This is
usually sufficient except in high gas density cases. An example of the
inner section of an unstructured grid is shown in Fig. 3. The simulation
domain used in this work consist of over 13 million tetrahedron cells.
2.3. Thermal modelling of the nucleus and the gas emission rates
In order to initiate the gas dynamics simulation, a surface boundary
condition is required. This boundary condition must specify the gas
production rate at each surface facet and the initial gas temperature.
Further complexity can arise if the velocity distribution function at the
surface is not a half-Maxwellian. This question has been addressed by
Liao et al. (2015), who showed that only in the extreme cases of de-
parture from the half-Maxwellian case are there visible differences in
the gas flow field close to the nucleus surface.
Some aspects need to be addressed in specifying the boundary
conditions. The temperature of the gas at the source is essentially un-
known, which results in a significant number of free parameters for the
initial boundary problem. From simple physical considerations and for
simplicity, the outgassing rate for each facet is obtained from a simple
energy balance equation (Eq. (1)).
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The left hand side of Eq. (1) denotes the solar irradiance inversely
proportional to the square of the heliocentric distance, rh, and pro-
portional to cosine of the solar incidence angle, i, and the solar con-
stant, S, at 1 AU (taken to be 1384 W m−2). AH is the directional–he-
mispheric albedo (set to 0.04, Fornasier et al., 2015). On the right hand
side we have the thermal re-emission term proportional to the surface
temperature, T, to the fourth power, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, σ,
and emissivity, ϵ, and also the energy loss due to sublimation as a
product of latent heat, L, and sublimation flux, Z(T). For LH O2 we adopt
a value of 2.84× 106 J/kg (Huebner et al., 2006) which leads to a
maximum sublimation temperature of approximately 200 K. Under the
stated assumptions, the surface temperature would be in fact the sub-
limating ice temperature, and the energy balance takes place in-
stantaneously. For the boundary conditions we do take into account
effects of nucleus self-shadowing (projected shadows).
From thermal observations it is known that the thermal inertia of
the cometary surface - at least on large spatial scales - is low with values
in the range of 10–60 Jm−2K−1s 12 (Gulkis et al., 2015; Schloerb et al.,
2015; Choukroun et al., 2015). A value of 50 Jm−2K−1s 12 fits most of
the Rosetta measurements (Marshall et al., 2018). This implies that, for
most cases, energy balance is established relatively quick (minutes) so
that the sublimation rate can be computed without including thermal
conduction into the comet's interior. Even more sophisticated models
with ice mixtures (e.g. Marboeuf et al., 2012) show that such assump-
tion is sufficient except a near-terminator activity. Nevertheless, Bieler
et al. (2015), Marschall et al. (2016), and Fougere et al. (2016) have all
Fig. 1. Forward simulation and interactions of Rosetta data sets (after Marschall et al., 2017).
Fig. 2. One view of the SHAP7 shape model highlighting the morphological regions.
Fig. 3. An example of a slice through the unstructured grid with over 13 million
computational cells developed for the gas dynamics simulations.
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shown that ROSINA observations of the gas density at the spacecraft
(Hässig et al., 2015) cannot be explained by a purely insolation-driven
outgassing from a uniform nucleus. In other words, some surfaces
outgas more strongly than others under the same illumination condi-
tions. Furthermore differences between individual species, H2O, CO,
CO2, and O2, hint at the same fact (Hässig et al., 2015; Fougere et al.,
2016).
Using a pure ice surface results in production rates that are far in
excess of the densities observed by ROSINA (Marschall et al., 2016).
Furthermore only very little ice was observed on the surface by VIRTIS
(Raponi et al., 2016). Therefore the production rates need to be scaled
down from that of a pure ice surface. We do this by the introduction of a
free parameter we call the effective active fraction (EAF). The EAF can
be thought of as the areal fraction (akin to a checker-board pattern) of a
surface facet that is pure ice and can in principle be set individually for
each facet. In practice though we only vary the EAF on a regional basis
as explained later. This is done to reduce the number of free parameters
to only a few rather than thousands. We should stress that the EAF has
no direct physical interpretation but rather is a parametrization of the
ice content of the surface. Whether the EAF of a certain area is lowered
due to e.g. areal mixing of icy and volatile-free areas unresolved by the
used shape model or by a dust cover cannot be determined here. But the
EAF does give us a precise measure of the response of the surface to the
energy input and how that translates to the production of outflowing
gas. For this work we will be comparing the gas and dust flows resulting
from two different maps of the EAF to the data of the different Rosetta
measurements.
2.4. Computation of the gas and dust flow field
Once the surface boundary condition is specified, the DSMC code
can be run. The code also allows different species to be emitted at
different temperatures and has been tested with H2O and CO2 combi-
nations. From the simulation's point of view, apart from initial density
and temperature for individual facets, the surfaces can also be set to
absorb or reflect impacting molecules. In this work we have set illu-
minated surfaces to diffusely reflect gas molecules and facets shadowed
to absorb molecules. This approach follows the work shown in
Marschall et al. (2017).
Once the gas flow field has been evaluated, the dust flow field
calculation may begin. We use a typical approach for computing dust
motion in a gas flow-field taking into account gas drag and the comet
gravity as detailed in Marschall et al. (2016) and references therein. We
assume that the dust mass production rate is proportional to the gas
mass production rate and that the dust size distribution does not vary
across the surface except in cases where certain dust sizes are no longer
lifted because the gas pressure is too low to surpass the local gravity.
The dust-to-gas mass production rate ratio and the dust size distribution
are not independent as shown in Fig. 12 in Marschall et al. (2016). For a
power law exponent of − 2.5 a dust-to-gas production rate ratio of ∼
1.5 follows from the constraint of the brightness of the dust coma in the
OSIRIS images. This low dust-to-gas production rate ratio in conjunc-
tion with the rather flat size distribution also implies that the mo-
mentum transfer from the gas flow to the dust particles is negligible in
our cases, and therefore, can be safely neglected. We assume the par-
ticles to be spherical with no initial speed at the surface with the same
density as the bulk density of the nucleus (538 kg m−3 Preusker et al.,
2017). Because no ejection mechanism is yet known we consider co-
hesionless particles at the surface.
2.5. Column integrator
A simple column integrator is used to determine the gas or dust
column densities for comparison with remote sensing observations
using the position of the spacecraft derived from SPICE kernels (Acton,
1996) produced by ESA. It is important to recognize that extrapolation
outside the simulation domain is sometimes necessary and is performed
by using a 1/r2 law (both in the case of calculating gas column densities
along a line of sight e.g. for VIRTIS-M-IR and dust column densities for
OSIRIS comparisons). Following work by Marschall et al. (2017) and
Gerig et al. (2018), this seems to be a realistic assumption.
2.6. Dust brightness calculator
Knowing the distribution of dust particles - number density as a
function of size - within the inner coma the scattered light intensity may
be computed. Mie theory is adopted in the calculation of the scattered
light intensity in the visible wavelength range, for comparison with the
OSIRIS observations. A large fraction of the dust observations obtained
remotely were acquired at intermediate phase angles (60–120°) where
changes in the scattering function with phase angle are relatively small.
Hence Mie theory is probably sufficient at this stage, although its de-
ficiencies for application to irregular particles is acknowledged. Further
information on the phase dependence is given in Bertini et al. (2017).
Dust brightnesses are computed with Mie theory using the algo-
rithm of Bohren and Huffman (1983) under the assumption of zero
optical depth. In total, 40 dust particle sizes are used from 8 nm to
300 μm. Separate images in each size bin can be computed to show
differences in the behaviour of different particle sizes. Combining these
images with different weighting allows us to test different particle size
distributions against observations from the OSIRIS instrument
(Marschall et al., 2016). Each dust size is weighted according to a
power law dust size distribution as described in Marschall et al. (2016).
Thus the observed radiance, I, from the dust can be computed. For
the single scattering approximation in the absence of optical depth ef-
fects (appropriate for 67P), the scattered radiance from the dust is given
by
=I F
r
n r r q r p r dr( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , , )
4r
r
h
col geo eff2min
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(2)
for a single particle type with the corresponding complex refractive
index, where r is the dust particle radius, λ is the wavelength of the
light, F is the solar flux at 1 AU, rh the heliocentric distance in AU, ncol
the dust column density, σgeo the geometric cross-section of the dust
grain, qeff the scattering efficiency, and p the phase function for the
scattering angle, . The scattering angle is defined as the angle between
direction of the incident light and the direction of the scattered light.
3. Observations and data reduction
3.1. In-situ instruments
3.1.1. ROSINA
One of the instruments that provided key measurements was the
Rosetta Orbiter Spectrometer for Ion and Neutral Analysis (ROSINA).
ROSINA consisted of the Double Focusing Mass Spectrometer (DFMS),
the Reflectron-Type Time-Of-Flight (RTOF) mass spectrometer, and the
COmet Pressure Sensor (COPS) to measure the composition and total
density of volatiles from in-situ, i.e. at the location of the spacecraft
(Balsiger et al., 2007). Among other species (Le Roy et al., 2015) RO-
SINA measured the abundance of the major molecules, H2O, CO2, and
CO (Hässig et al., 2015) throughout the active mission at the comet of
more than two years.
The output from any DSMC code will give values for the gas density,
velocity, and temperature. The density (and occasionally the velocity)
can be compared with the in-situ measurements made by the ROSINA/
COPS nude and ram gauges. The nude gauge densities have been
compared to DSMC models in the past by Bieler et al. (2015) and
Marschall et al. (2016). In the event that two or more species models
are run, the relative composition determined by the mass spectro-
meters, DFMS and RTOF, can be combined with the COPS results to
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produce partial densities for each species for comparison with the
model. In the case of RTOF all species are measured at exactly the same
time and can therefore easily be compared (Gasc et al., 2017). In the
case of DFMS first the detector signal has to be interpolated in time as
the different species are measured in sequential order: i.e. the spectra
are obtained in sequential order, taking roughly 30 s per integer mass.
As described above our main free parameter is the effective active
fraction (EAF) which essentially determines the spatial distribution of
sources of gas at the surface. By means of varying the EAF we seek to
minimise the difference between the model predictions and the ROSINA
measurements. This feeds back into the assumptions of further models
by means of analysing for which illumination and observation condi-
tions the fit has improved. The best fit result of this iterative process
which also includes measurements described below is presented in
Section 4.
3.2. Remote sensing instruments
For some remote sensing instruments, the model outputs cannot be
directly compared with the measurements, even in relatively simple
cases (low optical depths). Probing of the major species in the coma can
be performed at infrared wavelengths. The OeH symmetric stretch (in
the absence of a deuterium atom) occurs at a wavelength of around
2.7 μm for the H2O abundance determination. For CO2 the asymmetric
stretch occurs at 4.2 μm, and the CO molecule has a vibration-rotation
transition centred around 4.7 μm. It is typically these three wavelengths
that are targeted by infrared spectrometers such as VIRTIS (Coradini
et al., 2007) to study the coma emissions of these major cometary
species.
3.2.1. VIRTIS
The Visible and Infrared Thermal Imaging Spectrometer (VIRTIS)
combines three data channels in one compact instrument to study nu-
cleus and coma (Coradini et al., 2007). Two of the spectral channels are
dedicated to spectral mapping (-M) at moderate spectral resolution in
the range from 0.25 to 5.1 μm. The third channel is devoted to high
resolution spectroscopy (-H) between 2 and 5 μm. The VIRTIS-H field of
view is approximately centred in the middle of the -M image.
Bockelée-Morvan et al. (2015) presented method and results for
estimation of gas column densities of H2O and CO2 in the coma of
comet 67P using the VIRTIS-H (echelle type, 1.8 –5.1 μm, eight scat-
tering orders) measurements covering the time span from Nov. 24th,
2014 to Jan. 25th, 2015. These data provide constraints because they
can be directly compared with the simulated H2O and CO2 column
densities within the VIRTIS-H field-of-view (FOV). Each VIRTIS-H data
cube comprises hundreds of acquisitions. However, cube acquisition
typically extends over several hours, a time span over which the geo-
metry can change considerably because of comet rotation and space-
craft motion. This makes searching for spatially resolved variations in
activity extremely difficult with this data set. This is the reason we do
not present comparisons of our model with VIRTIS-H data in this paper
but rather focus on VIRTIS-M-IR (below) with shorter cube acquisition
times.
Assuming a fluorescence equilibrium (Bockelée-Morvan et al.,
2015) the molecular band intensity, I, in the optically thin case, is re-
lated to the column density, Ng, through the equation
=I h gN
4 g (3)
where ν is the central frequency of the band, h is the Planck constant,
and g is the band emission rate (often referred to as the “g factor”). The
g-factors for the infrared bands of the three major species have been
given by Debout et al. (2016). The relative strength of the individual ro-
vibrational lines depends on the gas temperature and hence the ob-
served band structure (in high SNR VIRTIS-H data) can provide an
additional constraint on the outflow.
The VIRTIS-M-IR instrument acquired spectrally resolved images
(i.e. cubes) of the coma. VIRTIS-M-IR was an imaging spectrometer (1.0
–5.1 μm, 9.5 nm spectral sampling, spectral FWHM about 15 nm, 250
μrad × 250 μrad FOV per pixel; Coradini et al., 2007). Using the al-
gorithm described by Migliorini et al. (2016) (continuum subtraction
and emission band integration) the H2O and CO2 gas column densities
for each pixel of each image recorded by the instrument have been
determined. To increase SNR, some additional preprocessing steps had
to be applied, including a spatial median smoothing and a 2×2-pixel
binning of the cubes. We focus on a time span where the nucleus ac-
tivity is already noticeable, until the VIRTIS-M-IR cryocooler failure in
May 2015, and on cubes with a significant number of pixels sampling
the coma. Although the SNR is significantly lower than for VIRTIS-H
coma measurements, the latter provide gas column densities for only a
single line-of-sight at a time or time span, whereas the VIRTIS-M-IR
data enable the mapping of the spatial distribution of the gases. Taking
into account that the different lines of a VIRTIS-M-IR image were ac-
quired by scanning the scene with a movable mirror and thus at dif-
ferent times, we computed the viewing geometry for each pixel using
SPICE as described above. This was then used to reconstruct the ex-
pected spatial pattern of the gas species from the model. For the cubes
considered here, a basic acquisition typically has an exposure duration
in the order of seconds, whereas the acquisition of the entire cube by
scanning the scene with the scanning mirror took in the order of tens of
minutes.
By comparing the column integrated results of our gas dynamics
code to the VIRTIS-M-IR cubes we can constrain the relative strength of
gas emission from different regions at the surface of the comet (as we
show later). This is an additional complementary constraint to the one
of ROSINA seen above. To quantify the goodness of the fit of different
models to the measurements we calculate the χ2 of column density
profiles (as shown in the Section 4, Fig. 11). By means of feeding back
missing features of the model compared to the observations into sub-
sequent models the fits of the other instruments can also be improved.
3.2.2. MIRO
The Microwave Instrument for the Rosetta Orbiter (MIRO) consists
of two heterodyne receivers: a sub-millimetre spectrometer operating at
a centre band frequency of 562 GHz (0.5 mm); and a millimetre spec-
trometer at 188 GHz (1.6 mm) (Gulkis et al., 2007). A Chirp Transform
Spectrometer (CTS, Hartogh and Hartmann, 1990) is connected to the
sub-millimetre receiver with 4096 channels and a spectral resolution of
44 kHz. Between 547 and 580 GHz, the water isotopologues H216O, H217O
and H218O can be observed, as well as carbon monoxide, ammonia and
methanol. A spectrum is nominally collected every 30 s. The less
abundant isotopologues are of particular interest when optical depth
effects in H216O become significant, which was the case relatively early
in the mission (Aug. 2014). The water lines have a large absorption
cross-section. Hence observations looking at the nucleus and measuring
the depth of the water lines in absorption has been found to be easier to
interpret than observations off the nucleus when water lines are seen in
emission due to inhomogeneities along LOS for such geometry (Lee
et al., 2015). The resolved spectral lines shapes observed by MIRO also
provide information on the bulk velocity of the gas. This makes the
MIRO observations highly complementary to the VIRTIS measurements.
The first results from the MIRO observations can be found in Lee et al.
(2015) and Biver et al. (2015).
In this work we use nadir geometry observations for selected
“events”, covering the period from May 1st to 20 th, 2015. The events
should be understood as 10–20min averages of MIRO spectra such that
the random component of measurement noise is less than about 3 K
brightness temperature. One also has to make sure that all the in-
dividual pointings within the given averaging time interval do not
undergo large changes (i.e. no pointing off of the nucleus - even par-
tially, but we also check that the continuum temperature deviations
remain< 5 K during averaging). Therefore, the events have been
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selected manually, providing 71 events in total. The DSMC model is
used for each of the central time-stamps within the respective time bin
for comparisons, and also as the initial profile in the inverse modelling.
The simulated profiles for all the events are summarized in Fig. 4. It is
interesting to note that even the model profiles extracted along the
MIRO nadir LOS profiles do not exhibit radial expansion in a strict sense
(due to the shape and roughness of the nucleus). This is manifested as a
clearly discernible vertical structure in all three parameters up to
3–5 km altitude above the surface. The detailed discussion will be
presented in Section 4.
To obtain water density (nw), temperature (Tk) and velocity (vexp)
along the MIRO LOS direction we use an inversion procedure to si-
multaneously fit the H216O and H218O line shapes of the ortho-water
ground transitions. For convenience and brevity we will refer to the
LOS nw, Tk, and vexp as “altitude profiles”. To calculate the simulated
MIRO spectra we rely on a 1D radiative transfer code accounting for
non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE) effects in the line ex-
citation using the same non-LTE model as in Lee et al. (2015), Biver
et al. (2015), and applied in Marshall et al. (2017). The non-LTE effects
are not generally very pronounced for the selected events due to higher
activity of the comet in May 2015, and selection of events that favour
daytime conditions. LTE conditions generally hold from about 40 to
above 100 km altitude (for the typical water column densities from 1015
to 10 17 [molec. cm−3] observed during this period).
In this work we adopt a two step retrieval procedure. The first step
is a brute force search, a single parameter scaling, for the input water
density profile, while the measured, ym, and simulated, yc, spectra dif-
ferences keep decreasing. This way we ensure in an automatic manner
that the initial water density is not over-estimated as is the usual case
for model profiles. In the second step, we apply an iterative damped
least-squares algorithm, sometimes called the Twomey-Tikhonov reg-
ularization method (Rodgers, 1976; Menke, 1989), to simultaneously
obtain profiles of nw(z), Tk(z), and vexp(z). The mathematical formalism
is actually equivalent to the widely used “optimal estimation” (OE)
(Rodgers, 1976; Eriksson, 2000) both in Earth and solar system atmo-
spheres, the difference being only in the interpretation of the regular-
ization matrix (a-priori covariance matrix). The least squares procedure
minimizes the weighted sum of the L2 norm of prediction error and
solution simplicity:
+Min y y S y y x x W x x. : [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ].m c T e 1 m c a T 1 a (4)
The vector x is the quantity we seek to retrieve and contains altitude
discretized nw(z), Tk(z), and vexp(z). xa is the (a-priori) vector, our best
estimate before the measurement, and is weighted by the regularization
in cases where the measurements do not provide enough information
for the desired parameters. We find that 15 points for density profile
(converted to logarithm during inversion) and 30 points for Tk(z) and
vexp(z) provide enough freedom to fit the measured data and keep the
inversion stable for the different profiles. The Se and W are weight
matrices with measurement noise (diagonal, with estimated random
radiometric noise) and regularization matrix (a-priori covariance)2 re-
spectively. The regularization matrix (or a-priori covariance matrix)
contains off-diagonal elements that correlate parameters at different
heights. We follow the expression from Rodgers (2000)
=W ij r r
L
( ) exp
| |
,i j
i j
(5)
where ri denotes the altitude at a grid point, σi is the standard deviation
for the a-priori profile at the point ri and L is the characteristic height
scale. Alternatively, we also tested Gaussian and triangular forms of the
correlation functions. As it turns out the exact form of the correlation
function plays only a little role, since both σ and L are determined
empirically.
The α parameter denotes a relative weighting of the two terms and
is usually chosen by trial and error, but it is often subsumed into the W
matrix. The iterative procedure minimizing (4) solves the following
equations+ =K S K W x K S y y W x x( ) ( ) ( )T e 1 1 T e 1 m c 1 a (6)= ++x x x.i 1 i (7)
An important diagnostic quantity is the Jacobian matrix, =Knm yxnm ,showing the sensitivity of radiance at frequency, n, to the parameter, m.
In essence, it illustrates from which altitudes we have sensitivity to the
measured spectrum at frequency, n, from a parameter, m. An example
(for the H216O transition) is shown in Fig. 5, for one of the 3D DSMC
calculated profiles. The plotted Jacobians (rows of the Knm) allow us to
understand at which altitudes we expect the largest sensitivity to the
parameter of interest and also indicate how well we can resolve the
altitude profile. For example, we can see that there are almost no peaks
Fig. 4. The DSMC simulated profiles of velocity, temperature and water number density for the selected events from the MIRO database. The individual profiles are
shown in grey circles with the averaged profiles plotted in blue. During this time period the spacecraft distance ranged from about 120 to 170 km (see text for details).
2 This would be Sa 1 in the context of (Rodgers, 1976, 2000).
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of the velocity Jacobians below ∼400m or above ∼8 km. This means
that in those regions we can obtain only weighted averages (very coarse
altitude resolution), as intuitively understood from the physics of the
line formation in expanding atmospheres. One should keep in mind that
Knm is in fact a function of x, and hence depends on the actual profile
shape. In addition, we note that the Tk Jacobians do show some degree
of separation of peaks of the functions all the way up to 100 km (the
line core shows large sensitivity toward the highest altitudes, as this is
an optically thick line). The nw Jacobians show a good sensitivity for the
nadir geometry in the range of 50–100m to ∼ 10 km. In all cases the
abrupt change of the functions into a constant value at the ∼10 km
altitude is due to constant extrapolation of the DSMC profiles up to the
altitude of the simulated sensor. Similarly, the code relies on the Ja-
cobians of the H218O transition, which look similar in shape and altitude
of the peak sensitivity to the H216O Jacobians. Naturally, the H218O
transition is less optically thick (but not opt. thin) for the simulated
time period. This means that the optically thick line yields high sensi-
tivity to the temperature profile retrieval while the velocity estimation
relies more on the information from the H218O line. Nevertheless, the
simultaneous retrieval treats this information simultaneously and nu-
merically to satisfy the minimization conditions, i.e, Eq. (4). As will be
discussed in the results section, the algorithm is able to fit the measured
spectra to within measurement uncertainties in more than 90% of cases.
The uncertainty analysis will be also presented later in Section 4.3.
3.2.3. OSIRIS
A further observable is the dust brightness distribution in the inner
coma obtained by OSIRIS (Keller et al., 2007). These data have been
accurately calibrated (Tubiana et al., 2015) and, in combination with
Eq. (2), provide a constraint on the total dust loss and the spatial dis-
tribution of emission from the surface. Gerig et al. (2018) have illu-
strated how these data can also be used to assess the dynamics of the
outflow. While the observations are not at a fixed cadence and usually
acquired for specific objectives in the form of sequences, the complete
data set provides a reasonably continuous record of the 2D radiance
from the dust over the study period. Data were acquired for varying
illumination conditions of the surface and changing viewing
geometries. We use these data at specific times to constrain the models.
As it is generally assumed that the dust is closely linked to the gas
emission and coupled to the gas flow in the acceleration regime, the
dust is a good tracer of the gas flow. Hence the dust not only acts as a
constraint on the dust flow itself but additionally as a constraint and
check of the gas emission.
Due to the complex dust dynamics within the first kilometres of the
surface, the main goal of the synthetic images our model provides is to
reproduce the dominant features seen in the OSIRIS data and thus un-
derstand the dominant physical processing resulting in different types
of dust filaments in the inner coma. In particular, we have focused on
the sequence of images taken by the OSIRIS wide angle camera (WAC)
on 2018-05-05 and will be presenting the results of the model com-
parison in Section 4.4 by highlighting three of the images re-
presentative for that sequence. For each image and gas model we have
run 40 different dust sizes ranging from 8 nm to 300 μm. The results of
the different dust sizes are then convolved with a power law size dis-
tribution and converted to synthetic OSIRIS images in units of spectral
radiance. These three images demonstrate 1) the need for an in-
homogeneous gas activity distribution at the surface (EAF) resulting in
an inhomogeneous dust distribution in the coma for a good first order
fit, 2) the observation of slow moving particles originating from the
Imhotep region, 3) insolation variations and local topography are suf-
ficient for the production of most of the seen dust filaments for a good
second order fit, and 4) enhanced dust emission from the Ma’at d) sub-
region (Thomas et al., 2018) that could not be resolved by the gas in-
struments.
4. Results and discussion
Previous work has investigated the period between Sep. and Nov.
2014 (Marschall et al., 2017, 2016). In this earlier work, the EAF was
exhaustively iterated to provide a good fit to the ROSINA/COPS data.
This was compared to a case where the EAF was constant over the
whole object. In these cases, however, the imaging data for the southern
hemisphere had not yet been fully incorporated into the shape model.
Here, we use the most complete shape model data to determine the
Fig. 5. The three panels show the Jacobians for the H216O line with respect to density, expansion velocity, and temperature for a a typical example of calculated
profiles from the DSMC code. The lines in colour show rows of the Jacobian matrix for selected velocities (frequencies) shown in labels in units of [km/s] (in this
example the line centre is at about −0.72 km/s). The abscissas are shown in arbitrary units.
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EAF.
In Fig. 6 the EAF for the two models are shown. On the left, the
insolation-driven model shows a constant EAF over the whole nucleus.
On the right, an inhomogeneous model for the EAF is assumed. In each
case three views are shown for context. The EAF in the northern
hemisphere is based upon the work of Marschall et al. (2017) yet has
been slightly modified. By running many different models varying the
regional strength of the emission for different regions the presented
model provides the best fit to the different data sets simultaneously. As
the solutions are non-unique this does however mean that this is likely
not the only distribution that can provide a good fit. The Hatmehit and
Imhotep regions of the nucleus are less active than the rest. The Hapi
region has a high EAF. All the southern hemisphere regions (e.g.
Wosret) have been set to one value that is intermediate. A direct
comparison of these EAF maps with Marschall et al. (2017) will show
that, for the northern hemisphere regions, the EAFs all have to be in-
creased by a factor of 3. This was found to be necessary to match the
ROSINA/COPS densities. Hence, there was a rise in activity between
November 2014 and May 2015 that was larger than expected from free
sublimation from a fixed area of water ice. Furthermore we have found
that compared to the previous maps found for September–November
2014 the current maps require a low EAF for Hathor.
The way the best fit model was achieved was by means of iterating
the EAF maps. We start with our benchmark model, the purely in-
solation driven model. The EAF of different regions are then varied and
the results tested against the different data sets. Because not all in-
struments are sensitive to the same changes, different measurements
confirm or rule out certain assumptions of the EAF. Though we have
run many different regionally inhomogeneous models the one pre-
sented here represents the best fit.
All data sets will be compared to the gas and dust flows resulting
from the maps of the two models. Fig. 7 shows the global production
rate as the comet rotates for the two models at equinox on the 2015-05-
10 when the comet was at a heliocentric distance of 1.67 au. The two
curves significantly differ for most of the rotation even showing op-
posing trends. Compared to the purely insolation-driven model the re-
gionally inhomogeneous model predicts for certain illumination con-
ditions only half the global production rate, but up to 20%more flux for
other conditions. These values are on the same order of magnitude as
presented by Hansen et al. (2016) (∼ 30−60 kg s−1). We should state
that although we are confident in the overall magnitude of these
numbers, one should keep in mind that we rely on a rather idealised
Fig. 6. The effective active fraction (EAF) for the two
models to be compared with multiple datasets. The
left column shows two views of the nucleus EAF and
is for the insolation-driven model in which the EAF is
a constant over the whole nucleus. The right column
shows the inhomogeneous case where the EAF is
varied regionally.
Fig. 7. Global gas production rate resulting from the two EAF maps in Fig. 6 on
the 2015-05-10 when the comet was at the inbound equinox and a heliocentric
distance of 1.67 AU.
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thermal model. Furthermore, it has become clear from publications of
other authors (e.g. Fougere et al., 2016; Zakharov et al., 2018) that
different source distributions constrained mainly by ROSINA data can
lead to good fits of the data. This is a result of the physics of the ex-
panding gas which causes inhomogeneities at the surface to efficiently
be smoothed over the first kilometres above the surface. This results in
non-unique solutions with different global production rates. In that
sense the values stated above should be understood with some caution.
The differences between the two cases of EAF also result in significant
differences in the inferred inner coma properties as demonstrated in
Fig. 8. This figure shows the difference between the two models for the
local gas properties along the MIRO line of sight from the spacecraft
down to the surface.
Next, we describe in detail the results of comparisons with data
acquired by ROSINA, VIRTIS, MIRO, and OSIRIS for the equinox 2015
period.
4.1. ROSINA comparisons
Comparisons with the ROSINA data constitute our first model
benchmark. ROSINA produces a very accurate, albeit local measure of
the gas density and its variation with time at the position of the
spacecraft. Fits to these data are already becoming very sophisticated
(Marschall et al., 2017, 2016). For the data acquired in November
2014, optimization of the fit has been performed by modifying the EAF
on the nucleus. A statistical approach was used by Marschall et al.
(2017) to show that solutions are strongly non-unique. However, purely
insolation-driven models could be distinguished from inhomogeneous
models, and hence ROSINA provides a meaningful constraint as a
starting point for further comparisons. The insolation-driven model
could be rejected for the November 2014 time-frame, and it was shown
that higher emission from the Hathor and Hapi regions and low emis-
sion from most of the rest of the nucleus were consistent with the
ROSINA data.
In Fig. 9, we see a comparison between model calculations (green
and red dots) and the ROSINA/COPS data (blue dots) for the May 2015
period. The model was run for eight orientations of the nucleus with
respect to the sun with sub-solar longitudes of 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°,
225°, 270°, and 310°. Then the density at the spacecraft position was
extracted for these illumination conditions. The error bars on the model
represent the statistical errors from the DSMC code. Neither model
gives a perfect fit to the data but the green dots (representing the in-
homogeneous case) provide a better fit when the sub-spacecraft point is
above intermediate latitudes (from 2015-05-06 to 2015-05-10). Be-
cause it is difficult to judge from Fig. 9 which model performs how well
compared to the measurements we have calculated the relative differ-
ence3, Δ, between the measurements and the two models for the shown
period. For the purely insolation-driven model the relative difference is
33.6% and for the inhomogeneous model it is 27.6%. While the in-
homogeneous model performs better the difference is not very large and
thus ROSINA does not provide an unequivocally strong preference be-
tween the two models. The insolation-driven model shows the largest
absolute deviations at this time. The maxima are coming from Imhotep
in the insolation-driven case. Deviations from the data for both models
after 2015-05-09 are in general< 40%. On this basis, there is little to
choose between the two models with the exception being that Imhotep
cannot be a significant insolation-driven source with the same EAF as
elsewhere. Hence ROSINA does not provide a strong constraint for the
source distribution of the models during this period.
4.2. VIRTIS comparisons
Migliorini et al. (2016) derived H2O and CO2 gas column densities
from VIRTIS-M-IR spectra measured between April 8th to 14th 2015.
We have used our DSMC code to simulate the 3D flow of H2O
emitted from the nucleus surface at discrete rotational phases and dif-
ferent mission times (as described above). By means of a column in-
tegration - on a pixel to pixel basis - through the gas coma we reproduce
the viewing geometry and thus geometrically match the VIRTIS-M-IR
data. These synthetic gas column density maps are directly compared to
the measurements as shown in Fig. 10. The purely insolation-driven
model reproduces to a large extent the emission from the ‘ Neck’ (Hapi)
region but over-predicts the observed emission from the rest of the
nucleus substantially. This indicates that most of the nucleus is only
Fig. 8. The differences in the input profiles used for MIRO inversion between the pure insolation (I.) and regional (R.) (inhomogeneous) cases. The left panel shows
the ratio for water density, the middle panel shows the velocity difference, and the temperature difference is shown on the right. There is significant difference in
vertical structure of all three profiles in most cases below 10 km altitude.
3 = =N iN xi mimi1 1 , where N, is the number of measurements, xi is the modelvalue, and mi is the respective measured value
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very weakly active compared to the “Neck ”. This is especially clear
when looking at the predicted emission from the Imhotep region (top
right panel of Fig. 10) compared to the observed H2O column density.
In that panel Imhotep is located on the right edge of the nucleus sil-
houette. Compared to the emission from the “Neck” hardly any emis-
sion is visible in the VIRTIS-M-IR cube compared to substantial column
densities comparable to the ones above the “Neck” in the purely in-
solation-driven model. From Fig. 11 we can quantify this behaviour in
more detail by comparing the normalised gas column density as a
function of the azimuth angle along the circles indicated in Fig. 10. For
cube a) we see that the emission from Imhotep (peak at an azimuth
angle of roughly 150°) in the purely insolation-driven model is a factor
of two higher than in the measured data while the inhomogeneous
model matches the data well. For cube g) the differences between the
two models are not easily seen in Fig. 10 while in Fig. 11 they are
evident. The inhomogeneous model comes close to reproducing the
data but the purely insolation-driven model shows a secondary peak at
an azimuth angle of roughly 120° not represented in the measurements.
For the profiles shown in Fig. 11 we have calculated the χ2. The χ2 of
the purely insolation-driven model is 47.9 and 20.6 for cubes a) and g)
respectively. For the regionally inhomogeneous model the χ2 is 7.61
and 8.70 for cubes a) and g) respectively. This shows the much better fit
of the regionally inhomogeneous model which confirms the qualitative
assessment of Figs. 10 and 11. VIRTIS thus provides a much stronger
constraint for this time period than ROSINA does. In particular we see a
large improvement from the purely insolation driven to the regionally
inhomogeneous model which - though the trend can be seen - is less
clear from the ROSINA comparison. The behaviour shown in these two
cubes can be observed also in many other studied cubes from this
mission time. The examples shown here are representative of the si-
tuation.
We can thus conclude here that the VIRTIS-M data for H2O have
provided a telling constraint on the H2O emission and strongly favours
the inhomogeneous model over the insolation-driven model.
Fig. 9. Model fits to the ROSINA/COPS data (blue dots)
with insolation-driven (red dots) and inhomogeneous
models (green dots). The quality of the comparisons is in
both cases reasonably good with the inhomogeneous
distribution providing a slightly better fit to the data. The
sub-spacecraft latitude and phase angle are shown in the
lower panel.
Fig. 10. Cubes a) and g) from Fig. 6 of Migliorini
et al. (2016) are compared to our model. The top row
shows cube a) data, and the bottom row shows cube
g) data. The two left columns show the VIRTIS -M-IR
radiance and the derived H2O column density. The
3rd column shows the modelled VIRTIS-M-IR H2O
column density from the purely insolation-driven
model. The 4th (rightmost) column shows the result
from the inhomogeneous model.
Fig. 11. Normalised gas column den-
sity as a function of the azimuth angle
along the circle indicated in Fig. 10 for
the VIRTIS-M-IR cubes (black lines)
compared to the purely insolation-
driven model (red lines) and the re-
gionally inhomogeneous model (green
lines). Cube a) shows the results for the
cube in the top row of Fig. 10 while
cube g) shows the results for the cube
in the bottom row of Fig. 10.
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Furthermore, the profiles in Fig. 11 show that the model gives much
smoother curves than seen in the data. Further data analysis should be
done in the future to determine which of the variations are due to
measurement noise and which are additional features the models did
not capture.
4.3. MIRO comparison
Using the inversion approach described in the previous section we
retrieved the nw(z), Tk(z), and vexp(z) profiles along the LOS for a spe-
cific MIRO observation (71 profiles in total). We should note that
profiles of vexp(z) will be shown with a negative sign for gas moving
toward MIRO as projected along the LOS (expanding). It should be kept
in mind that all vertical profiles are only projections along the LOS of
MIRO beam, and not necessarily radial profiles.
This is the first time that this approach has been applied, allowing
an appropriate fit to the MIRO measurements. We will first focus on
several interesting case studies characterized by the viewing geometry
(see Table 1 for details), and then provide a summary of results in a
statistical manner. We will also discuss the differences between re-
trievals relying on regional versus purely insolation-driven model pro-
files used as initial guesses for the optimisation iteration.
First, we select a typical retrieved profile, case A, which occurred at
a simple viewing geometry (sounding the Imhotep region). The results
for case A are shown in Fig. 12, and we use this case to describe a few
interesting features that are common in all retrieved cases, and also
discuss the estimated uncertainties. The panels in Fig. 12a show spectra
measured by MIRO (black line), calculated from the initial profiles
supplied by the DSMC (blue), and then the final best fit spectra (red) for
the solution of the inverse problem. All spectral lines are in units of
Kelvin of antenna temperature (Ta). The inset in the top panel indicates
the viewing geometry where facets in blue depict the MIRO beam size
on the nucleus (using two times the beam width at 557 GHz). The
bottom panel in Fig. 12a shows the difference between measured and
synthetic spectrum for the final retrieved profiles. The retrieval
achieves an excellent degree of fit, reproducing the line shapes within
2σ measurement errors. There are also several labels with diagnostics:
Vterminal is the retrieved terminal velocity in the uppermost 20 km,
column-orig and column-fit is the initial and retrieved profile column
density respectively, and their ratio is also shown. However, there is a
peculiar feature in the H216O transition (deeper absorption line) typically
extending from 0.4 to 1.2 km/ s. There we can identify a weak emission
spectrum, hence called the “red emission wing”. This spectral feature
being at positive velocities implies gas moving away from MIRO (in the
context of random molecular motion), and also indicates gas being
warmer than the background (sub-surface for sub-mm wavelengths).
Hence, either the warm gas is emitted from the warmer visible surface
with colder material below (indicating short thermal skin depth) or the
gas is emitted sub-surface and heated on its way through the porous
surface layer (Christou et al., 2018), although these are just proposed
explanations that need confirmation by detailed modelling.
We do not force the algorithm to fit “red emission wing” feature, as
the physics of its formation are still being investigated. The fact that
this feature occurs for positive velocity would imply a gas moving away
from the spacecraft very close to the nucleus, exactly where it should
undergo rapid expansion. This feature is absolutely ubiquitous for the
main isotopologue, it appears in nearly all measurements. The “red
emission wing” feature looks very similar (though not as pronounced)
when the MIRO beam happens to point partially off the nucleus, such
that limb emission line is superimposed on the absorption spectra.
However, this is definitely not the case in this example, considering the
viewing geometry. Hence, there is probably physics connected to this
spectral line feature. If the retrieval is fully “allowed” to reproduce the
spectral feature (in this example), it would yield a very slow moving gas
or stagnant layer of rather high temperature very close to the nucleus
(below 400m). The water density also may have to be enhanced, truly
implying a stagnant layer decoupled from the expanding atmosphere.
Another possibility is a 3D projection effect of the beam in an in-
homogeneous coma. Nevertheless, this remains to be investigated and
brought to a satisfying conclusion. In this work, this “red emission
wing” is treated with less weight in the inversion procedure, such that
the algorithm cannot obtain rigorous fitting at this time, hence affects
the retrieved profiles as discussed.
The retrieved profiles for nw(z), vexp(z) and Tk(z) are shown in
Fig. 12b from left to right as black lines with shaded regions re-
presenting the propagated random measurement errors into the solu-
tion (shown as 2σ). The blue lines show the initial (model) profiles. The
y-axis represents the distance in meters from the comet surface (log
scale), and we plot the profiles only above 50m, as there is little sen-
sitivity of measurement below these heights (see Fig. 5).
The total uncertainty, however, must take into account the fact that
the problem may be non-unique and results may depend on the initial
conditions. Therefore, we apply for each case the inversion starting
from different sets of initial profiles, taken from the purely insolation-
driven and the regionally inhomogeneous model results. If for a given
time stamp of a MIRO measurement, observations within±2 h are
available, we use their initial profiles for retrieval as well as for addi-
tional statistics. The results of quantifying the bias and variability due
to different starting conditions are shown in Fig. 13. Bias (thick black
line) is defined as average difference (or ratio for number density) be-
tween retrieved profiles obtained from different starting conditions,
and variability is the standard deviation of this difference. On average
the retrieval algorithm does not induce strong biases which are nearly
zero for vexp(z) and Tk(z), while the nw(z) does show a bias profile on the
order of 5–10 %. That means, starting with a larger density would yield
a larger water estimate on average. The variability (shown as 2σ shaded
region) due to different starting profiles in the inversion is a much
larger component than the error due to measurement noise propagation
and it is a strong function of altitude. The largest uncertainties for all
parameters are below ∼ 500–1000m, and smallest at altitudes of
5−60 km. The temperature uncertainties do not grow even above
50 km, because of the optically thick H216O transition that provides good
sensitivity. In summary, the water density profile has a large un-
certainty, with a conservative estimate of a factor of two, while the
velocity profile can be recovered with uncertainties of 20–50m/s from
5 to 60 km and a little larger above these heights. The temperature can
be rather well estimated from the spectra, within 20–30 K at all alti-
tudes.
One of the interesting features in the retrieved Tk(z) profile shown
in Fig. 12b are the sharply increasing values above 20 km altitude,
peaking around 55 km height. Second, the Tk(z) profile has higher va-
lues than the one from the 3D model (for any of the two initial cases).
Both of these features of the Tk(z) profile turn out to be present in most
of the study cases, with only a few exceptions. We performed several
numerical investigations of the retrieval algorithm to make certain that
this is not a numerical artefact, and we are highly confident such a
feature must be present to fit the spectral lines. In particular, the re-
trieved temperature gradients provide the correct shape of the H216O
Table 1
Observing conditions for the five study cases.
Case Datea S/Cb [km] SZA [deg] Regionc
A 2015-05-04T18:00 149 42 Imhotep
B 2015-05-04T22:30 153 73 Sobek/Neith/Bastet
C 2015-05-19T01:30 155 68 Ma’at
D 2015-05-20T10:00 170 42 Imhotep/Ash
Notes.
a Time of mid-point observation.
b Is the cometocentric spacecraft distance.
c Approximate region(s) for the projected MIRO FOV. The solar zenith angle
(SZA) represents the average value for all facets within the beam.
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spectral line near the line “core” as illustrated in Fig. 14.
In the left panel, the black and red lines show the MIRO measured
and calculated spectra for the nominal temperature profile (red line in
the right panel of the figure). When we force the Tk(z) profile to be
constant above 19 km (blue-dashed) we immediately see that the match
to the MIRO spectra (mainly the H216O line) is significantly worse. We
also tried to force a constant Tk(z) profile above 44 km, but the fit to the
MIRO spectra also suffers, especially around the −0.5 to −0.4 km/s
region where differences (with the best fit) jump to about 8 K.
Combined also with the steeper spectral slope around −1.4 km/s giving
about 5 K of difference with the best fit, it is enough to keep the re-
trieval algorithm from converging properly. The H218O line shows much
smaller effects in this example (at the level of measurement noise, ∼3 K
for the case shown in green). In summary, we did not find an altitude
from where we can assumed a constant Tk(z) profile and still fit the
MIRO spectra in this and other tested examples. In most of the cases the
MIRO line shapes (especially the H216O) imply a tendency of rising
temperatures with height somewhere in the upper regions of the profile,
usually above 20−km but sometimes as high as 80−km altitude.
Interestingly, the region where the Tk(z) shows heating of the coma,
the velocity profile shows a decreasing velocity trend with absolute
values comparable or exceeding the total 2σ uncertainty (as discussed
above). However, this is much better seen in other cases discussed later.
The case A shows a nearly constant altitude profile of expansion velo-
city above 50–60 km altitude. It is worth noting that any attempt to
make a constant velocity profile between 1 and about 20 km cannot
explain the MIRO spectra in any of the observations. The gas appears to
be accelerating to high altitudes (as will be discussed later). Among the
71 profiles retrieved in the context of this study, observations of the
Imhotep region yield the fastest gas velocities (larger than 0.9 km/s)
although not the largest water column density.
Nevertheless, we cannot yet make a solid conclusion on the physical
Fig. 12. (a) The top panel shows three spectra for the 557 GHz transitions of H216O (left) and H218O (right) for case A conditions: (black) MIRO measured, (red)
synthetic after final iterations and (blue) synthetic at the first retrieval iteration. The bottom panel depicts the residual between measurement and best fit (red line).
For most of the spectrum there is an excellent fit within 2σ of random measurement error shown as horizontal lines. (b) The three-panel plot shows vertical profiles of
(left) number density, (middle) expansion velocity, and (right) kinetic temperature for starting conditions as blue lines, and final retrieved profiles as black lines. The
shaded region represents a 2σ component of uncertainty due to measurement random error propagation. (See text for detailed discussion.).
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cause for the detected warming at higher altitudes. As will be discussed
in the summary, we can postulate hot electron impacts with neutral
water, extended sublimation, etc, but the detailed analysis of the fea-
ture's local time, heliocentric and hemispherical variations should be
quantified before this is possible. However, such analysis is beyond the
scope of this paper. At the end of this section we also discuss how the
absolute calibration of MIRO spectrometer data may limit the de-
termination of the exact value of this “heating”, which means that ul-
timately only statistical conclusions may have to be drawn, looking at
this feature from a global point of view, rather than at individual
profiles.
Finally we will discuss the retrieved nw(z) profile (Fig. 12b). The
MIRO measurements imply much smaller water densities than the
DSMC model at all altitudes, leading to much smaller column density
estimates. Despite the large uncertainty discussed above, this is a robust
result with densities smaller by about a factor of 2 to 11 (in the most
extreme case, not shown) compared to the DSMC model. The detailed
fit to the MIRO spectral shape also reveals that the profile cannot be
simply adjusted by scaling the model density. This may not be sur-
prising since these are LOS measurements, not radial profiles, and de-
spite the small beam of MIRO compared to the nucleus, different sur-
face regions may contribute to the LOS.
Case B, shown in Fig. 15, is an example of a strong H218O absorption,
one of the strongest in the 71 sample database, and this case also yields
one of the largest water column density retrieved. The observation
geometry and the MIRO FOV projected on the nucleus are shown in the
inset of Fig. 15a. The “Neck” region, in this case on the southern
hemisphere (Sobek/Bastet) usually shows large water densities, hence
deep absorption lines for MIRO, although this is not a fully illuminated
region (see Table 1), which is also indicated by the lower continuum
(antenna) temperature of Ta=160 K. Case B shows a stronger “red
emission wing”, and the algorithm, despite lower weighting, found a set
of profiles that can explain this feature. Looking at the retrieved profiles
in Fig. 15b, the velocity profile yields very slow expansion speeds below
300–400m, and the gas kinetic temperature exceeds the measured
continuum brightness by about 10–15 K. The “terminal velocity”, which
Fig. 13. Statistical determination of
bias and variability due to different
starting conditions in the retrievals.
The thick black line is the bias, while
the shaded regions represents 2σ
variability. (Left) ratio of number den-
sities (purely insolation-driven to re-
gional inhomogeneous), (middle) velo-
city difference and (right) temperature
difference.
Fig. 14. An example showing the effect of a
constant Tk(z) profile above different altitudes
on the shape of the MIRO spectra. The example
takes the same profiles and spectral line as in
Fig. 12. The left panel shows a zoom-in on the
spectra, while on the right the nominal (red
curve) and the modified (green, blue) Tk(z)
profiles are shown. At the bottom panel we show
a residual of measured-calculated radiances for
the H216O line, to easier follow the main text
discussion.
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can be considered as an average velocity above about 20 km (where
there is a change of slope in the profile) is still larger than 0.8 km/ s.
Even in this case, the Tk(z) profile cannot be constant above ∼10 km,
and there is still some amount of heating (∼50 km) as shown by the
inversion in the Tk(z) profile. We also note that the model density
profile for the initial iteration is close to the retrieved solution.
A more complex viewing geometry is presented in case C, shown in
Fig. 16. From the inset, Fig. 16a, we see how the beam sounds the small
lobe, nearly at the terminator. However, a large part of the illuminated
portion of the larger lobe is also visible, and it is reasonable to assume
that gas released from some of these facets would intersect the MIRO
LOS which is 150 km in extent. Hence, we consider this a “complex”
viewing geometry, such that other parts of the nucleus not directly in
the MIRO FOV may contribute gas into the LOS. Regarding spectral line
shapes, there are no interesting features that have not been identified
and discussed previously. We include this example in part because of
the notably weak H218O line, and because of the large discrepancy be-
tween initial (model) input water density and the retrieved one, which
is already visible in the model spectra (blue lines). The estimated water
density altitude profile (Fig. 16b) resembles the modelled one (though
offset) up to heights of about 40–50 km, where it starts to increase. The
velocity profile above 40–50 km is nearly constant, but the gas tem-
perature shows a significant inversion, increasing rapidly from 7 to
10 km. Then the Tk(z) remains warm up to ∼50 km and then decreases
again. As discussed in connection with Fig. 12 (and in detail with
Fig. 14) this is not a retrieval artefact. Using a constant temperature
profile starting at any height above 10 km will not yield a good fit to the
measured MIRO spectra.
In the case D shown in Fig. 17, the viewing geometry is such that the
MIRO beam is fully on the illuminated Imhotep region. In Fig. 17a we
can see that the retrieved profiles yield again very well the observed
MIRO line shapes. We can also identify a rather weak, but discernible
“red emission wing”. Both H216O and H218O line shapes are highly
asymmetric, implying non-constant velocity and temperature profiles
up to high altitudes. The Ta temperatures exceed 225 K. In this example
the interesting result is the rapid expansion speed (vexp(z)> 0.9 km/ s)
reached at the upper altitudes (averaged in the upper 20 km of the
profile); see Fig. 17b. As in other examples, the gas Tk(z) shows an
inversion at high altitudes, this time peaking close to 60 km, and with a
large excess in temperatures (about 50 K) compared to the trend just
below the heated layer. It also appears that the water density changed
its gradient, and it does not decrease with height as 1/r2 for heights
Fig. 15. Spectral lines and retrieved profiles for case B. The figure panels and colours have the same meaning as discussed in detail for case A. (a) Three spectra for the
557 GHz transitions of H216O (left) and H218O (right). (b) Vertical profiles of (left) number density, (middle) expansion velocity, and (right) kinetic temperature.
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above 40 km.
At last we would like to draw attention to the fact that calibration of
the MIRO spectrometer data is affected by up to 10% error in the
knowledge of the side-band-ratio (SBR).4 This bias cannot be precisely
determined for both lines (H216O and H218O), and it affects especially the
line amplitude (while leaving the continuum temperature unaffected).
We have investigated the role of this bias on our results separately by
varying SBR through several values deviating from unity up to 15% for
both lines simultaneously and re-running the retrievals. The largest
effects is seen in temperature profiles for the upper altitudes (line core
Ta is shifting with SBR changes, and most of the information on TK is
from the optically thick H216O line). The effects are such that the
“warming” at altitudes around 40–50 km may be reduced up to 10–15 K
for some cases, but enhanced for some other cases. However, on
average the noted temperature enhancement at upper altitudes never
disappears. This may be an indication that such feature does have
presence in the real coma (although the absolute strength of this
warming is poorly constrained right now by the MIRO data). A much
stronger argument and perhaps physical explanation can be formed
only after further thorough investigations, for example, the heliocentric
dependence of this feature, whether it moves up/down with higher
production rates, changes due to illumination, etc. We point this out,
but nevertheless, such detailed work is beyond the scope of this paper.
4.4. OSIRIS comparisons
The dust distribution was computed for three example images from
the wide angle camera (WAC) on OSIRIS from the sequence taken on
2018-05-05. A power-law size distribution for the dust was used, where
the number of particles of a specific size, r, is proportional to r−b. The
power law index, b was chosen to be 2.5 which is slightly steeper than
the recent paper by Merouane et al. (2016) would suggest from analysis
of COSIMA and GIADA data. In all models we assume a constant dust-
to-gas mass production rate ratio of 1.5 across the entire surface. We
should mention that the dust-to-gas ratio is not independent of the size
distribution. We have shown this dependency in Marschall et al.
Fig. 16. Spectral lines and retrieved profiles for case C. The figure panels and colours have the same meaning as discussed in detail for case A (see Fig. 12). (a) Three
spectra for the 557 GHz transitions of H216O (left) and H218O (right). (b) Vertical profiles of (left) number density, (middle) expansion velocity, and (right) kinetic
temperature.
4MIRO manual ftp://psa.esac.esa.int/pub/mirror/INTERNATIONAL-ROSETTA-
MISSION/MIRO/RO-C-MIRO-4-EXT2-67P-V1.0/DOCUMENT/.
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(Fig. 12 of 2016). A change in the dust size distribution will require a
different dust-to-gas ratio to reproduce the same brightness as observed
by OSIRIS.
For all three images in Figs. 18, 19, and 20 we show in the left panel
the stretched and cropped OSIRIS-WAC image, in the centre panel the
modelled dust brightness for the inhomogeneous model, and in the
right panel the reflectance multiplied by the projected distance from the
nucleus centre (impact parameter, d) as a function of azimuthal angle
(AZ) on circle around the nucleus as indicated in the centre panel. The
curves show the OSIRIS data (black line), the purely insolation-driven
model (red line) and the inhomogeneous model (green line). The azi-
muthal plots allow us to see the details of the dust coma around the
nucleus in a quantitative way. All images show the strong day (180°−
360° AZ) to night (0°− 180° AZ) variation of the dust brightness.
The three images in Figs. 18, 19, and 20 show that 1) an in-
homogeneous gas emission distribution (inhomogeneous EAF) resulting
in an inhomogeneous dust distribution in the coma is needed for a good
first order fit, 2) slow moving particles originating from the Imhotep
region can be seen, 3) variations in the illumination in combination
with the local topography is sufficient for the production of most of the
seen dust filaments in the second order fit, and 4) enhanced dust and/or
gas emission from the Ma’at d) sub-region (Thomas et al., 2018) is
needed. In general the regional inhomogeneous model fits the data very
well. In the following we discuss these points in detail.
Firstly, Fig. 18 shows three large dust features on the day side at
around 180°, 230°, and 315° AZ. Comparing these features it becomes
clear that the inhomogeneous model (green line) does a much better job
at reproducing the overall features than the purely insolation-driven
model (red line). In particular the peak at 180° AZ is not reproduced
well in the purely insolation-driven model. Additional dust emission is
needed, the origin of which we could link to the sub-region Ma’at d)
(Thomas et al., 2018). We will discuss this in more detail when looking
at the third image which shows this effect more significantly. The in-
terpretation of a χ2 to determine the goodness of the fit can be chal-
lenging in this context because small peak shifts occur often and thus
increase the χ2 easily. We nevertheless calculate them to provide a
metric of the goodness of the fit. For this image the χ2 for the purely
insolation driven model is 10.33 while it is 8.84 for the inhomogeneous
model and thus the latter providing the better fit.
Secondly, when comparing the dust feature originating from Imhotep
(producing the feature at about 315° AZ) in Fig. 18 the qualitative
comparison between the OSIRIS image (left panel) and the simulation
Fig. 17. Spectral lines and retrieved profiles for case D. The figure panels and colours have the same meaning as discussed in detail for case A. (a) Three spectra for the
557 GHz transitions of H216O (left) and H218O (right). (b) Vertical profiles of (left) number density, (middle) expansion velocity, and (right) kinetic temperature.
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(centre panel) shows that the feature in the OSIRIS image seems curved
whereas the one in the simulation is straight. Two possible explanations
for such features can be 1) optical illusion caused by crossing jets and this
particular viewing geometry, or 2) slow moving (with respect to the
nucleus rotation period) particles that result in a curved feature due to
the Coriolis force. Regarding the former, we could not find sources that
would produce such a curved feature. Other images in the sequence also
show this curved feature from other viewing geometries. Furthermore
Lin et al. (2016) and Shou et al. (2017) have possibly observed the same
feature on 2015-05-30 OSIRIS data and found good fits with slow moving
particles which further indicates the second explanation is likely the
correct one. In Appendix A we model this feature and show the accel-
eration of the particles needed to fit the data. We find that between radial
distances of 3 km and 5 km an average speed of 2.5m s−1 is required
whereas between 5 km and 10 km an average speed of 14m s−1 is
needed. We have employed a simple model including the comet rotation
and gravity because our full model employed in this work is not time
dependent. The details of this simpler model and its justification for this
part of the analysis are outlined in Appendix A. These speeds are sig-
nificantly higher than the ones found by Lin et al. (2016), but they are in
general agreement with results by Shou et al. (2017). In contrast to Lin
et al. (2016) we find that acceleration of the dust particles beyond 2 km
from the surface is needed. This is in agreement with Gerig et al. (2018)
who have found free radial outflow only after a distance of ∼ 11 km
from the nucleus which is also consistent with theoretical calculations by
Zakharov et al. (2018).
Thirdly, in Fig. 19, we show a head-on view of Imhotep. Again the
fit to the azimuthal plot is better for the inhomogeneous model al-
though only slightly. As the EAF for the regions illuminated at this time
does not vary very much, the gas coma is almost purely insolation-
driven and does not have strong inhomogeneous features at the surface.
Still this produces many dust filaments. Qualitatively many of these
filaments are reproduced in our simulation. But these filaments are not
produced by any local sources of gas but rather only by the variations of
the illumination resulting in variations in the outgassing rate combined
with the local topography which in some cases acts to focus features
and in other cases makes them diffuse. This is very similar to the fo-
cusing first discussed by Keller et al. (1994) in the context of Giotto
observations of filaments at comet Halley. For this image the χ2 for the
purely insolation driven model is 10.59 while it is 8.40 for the in-
homogeneous model and thus the latter providing the better fit as with
the previous image.
Fourthly, Fig. 20 shows the dust coma from a view with the comet's ‘
head’ with the Hatmehit region in the foreground. We have already
mentioned a strong feature at 180° AZ in the OSIRIS image shown in
Fig. 18. The dominant feature in the third image is this same dust fi-
lament seen a few hours later and is almost the only feature seen in the
azimuthal plot at roughly 270° AZ. The purely insolation-driven model
does not reproduce this feature in the necessary strength, and the in-
homogeneous model is also quite uniform in EAF for the ‘ head’ of the
comet (see Fig. 6). The feature seen in the green line in Fig. 20 can be
the result of three different effects affecting the sub-region Ma’at d)
which is shown in Fig. 21: Either the local dust-to-gas mass production
rate ratio of the sub-region Ma’at d) must be a factor of 8 higher than
anywhere else on the comet (to this point we have always assumed a
constant dust-to-gas mass production rate ratio) or the EAF for the gas
of the sub-region Ma’at d) must be a factor 36 higher than in the in-
homogeneous model. A further possibility would be a different emitted
Fig. 18. Left panel: Stretched and cropped OSIRIS-WAC image taken on 2015-05-05 09:27:54 UTC. Centre panel: Modelled dust brightness for the inhomogeneous
model. Right panel: Reflectance multiplied by the projected distance from the nucleus centre (impact parameter, d) as a function of azimuthal angle (AZ) on circle
around the nucleus as indicated in the centre panel. The curves show the OSIRIS data (black line), the purely insolation-driven model (red line) and the in-
homogeneous model (green line). Here d=2.5 km.
Fig. 19. Left panel: Stretched and cropped OSIRIS-WAC image taken on 2015-05-05 06:28:54 UTC. Centre and right panel analogous to Fig. 18. Here d=3.0 km.
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dust size distribution dominated by more optically active particles than
on the rest of the comet. In all other cases we have assumed the same
power law dust size distribution with power law exponent of − 2.5
across the entire surface. Any of these effects, single or in combination,
can account for this prominent dust feature, which clearly calls for
further investigation as this sub-region seems to be “special”. For this
final image the χ2 for the purely insolation driven model is 15.36 while
it is 13.73 for the inhomogeneous model. As for the other two images
the inhomogeneous model provides the better fit.
Finally, we have seen that in all presented cases the regionally in-
homogeneous model reproduces the data to a high degree including
even many small filaments. We have also highlighted several different
ways with which dust filaments are reproduced in our model (e.g. due
to inhomogeneous gas emission or topographic focusing).
5. Conclusions
We have built a comprehensive modelling pipeline that allows a
self-consistent description of the inner gas and dust comae providing
output for direct comparison with all major instruments on-board
Rosetta that studied the inner coma. We have iteratively tuned model
parameters to reproduce ROSINA, VIRTIS, MIRO, and OSIRIS data
acquired in the May 2015 time-frame. We have compared the data to
two models - a purely insolation-driven and a regionally in-
homogeneous one - shown in Fig. 6. These two models are the start and
end points of our iterative process. We begin with the purely insolation
driven model as a benchmark model with the least number of free
parameters. Then the EAF of different regions are varied and the results
tested against the different data sets. Different instruments are often
sensitive to different changes, and hence different measurements con-
firm or rule out certain assumptions of the EAF. The regionally in-
homogeneous models represented the best fit found. We will summarise
the conclusions we can draw from the comparison with each individual
instrument in separate sections. But first, we will summarise which
model explains the respective data set better. We also summarise in
Table 2 the values we found to compare which model fits the data
better and thus supports the following conclusions.
• ROSINA: The models perform almost equally well. There is only a
slightly better fit of the inhomogeneous model with measured data
but in this case ROSINA does not provide a strong constraint during
this period.• VIRTIS:We have seen good agreement of the inhomogeneous model
with the data which is not the case for the purely insolation driven
model.• MIRO: We have seen a good qualitative agreement of the in-
homogeneous model with the data - higher emission from the ‘ Neck’
and lower emission from elsewhere, especially the Imhotep region.
A detailed summary from the inversion for line-of-sight (LOS) pro-
files is given below.• OSIRIS:We have seen good agreement of the inhomogeneous model
with the data. The purely insolation-driven model does not re-
produce the data.
Fig. 20. Left panel: Stretched and cropped OSIRIS-WAC image taken on 2015-05-05 12:27:54 UTC. Centre and right panel analogous to Fig. 19. Here d=2.5 km.
Fig. 21. View of the shape model highlighting the region Ma’at d) (Thomas
et al., 2018) in blue which shows enhanced dust emission during the studied
epoch as seen in Fig. 20.
Table 2
Summary of the mean difference, Δ, and χ2 of the two models with regards to
the measurements of the different instruments.
ROSINA (Δ)(III) VIRTIS (χ2)(IV) OSIRIS (χ2)(II)
Cube a) Cube g) Fig. 18 Fig. 19 Fig. 20
insol.(I) 33.6% 47.9 20.6 10.33 10.59 15.36
inhom.(II) 27.6% 7.61 8.70 8.84 8.40 13.73
Notes.
(I) Purely insolation-driven model.
(II) Regionally inhomogeneous model.
(III) = =N iN xi mimi1 1 , where N, is the number of measurements, xi is the model
value, and mi is the respective measured value.
(IV) = =iN xi mimi2 1 ( )2 . For MIRO we refer to Section 4.3 which provides a
detailed discussion of the fits.
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Although the fact that the source distribution is non-uniform has
been shown in other studies (e.g. Marschall et al., 2016; Fougere et al.,
2016; Zakharov et al., 2018) this study shows a good agreement of our
model across data from four Rosetta instruments. As far as we are aware
this is novel. The modelling pipeline presented here demonstrates how
measurements from multiple Rosetta instruments can be simulated
within one consistent framework. The comparison between the instru-
ments has shown foremost the need for a multi-instrument approach to
determine which model assumptions provides better agreement with
Rosetta data sets as a whole when a single instrument is not able to do
so. The one missing piece to date is the fact that there is no model of the
surface that explains cometary activity from first principles. This should
be the focus of future work of the community.
5.1. Sensitivity of the model to ROSINA data
We use ROSINA/COPS data as the initial constraint for models of
the inner gas coma. We have previously shown in Marschall et al.
(2017) that very different model assumptions on the surface outgassing
distribution can lead to statistically equally good fits to the ROSINA/
COPS data. This shows the limitations of the single-instrument ap-
proach - in this case ROSINA/COPS - to determine accurately the
emission distribution at the surface of the comet. In particular, varia-
tions in the gas distribution close to the surface were difficult to dis-
tinguish for reasons that have been addressed in part by other authors
(e.g. Liao et al., 2018). Importantly, this demonstrates that a multi-
instrument approach is essential in constraining the innermost part of
the coma. For the equinox (May 2015) observations discussed here, a
similar picture has emerged. Insolation-driven and inhomogeneous
models were even more difficult to differentiate in this case although
the inhomogeneous model used here seems to provide better fits. In
particular, the Imhotep and Hatmehit regions of the nucleus showed
low gas emission as would have been predicted from the November
2014 results. The reduced sensitivity to the emission distribution may
result from the higher cometocentric distance of the spacecraft at
equinox (∼ 150–200 km) and collisions more rapidly washing out gas
structures originating from the non-uniform outgassing properties on
the surface and the comet's irregular shape.
5.2. VIRTIS summary
We have presented results comparing VIRTIS-M-IR cubes analysed
in Migliorini et al. (2016) with our model predictions. The VIRTIS data
provide an unambiguous constraint that leads to a clear preference for
the inhomogeneous model. In particular, as Migliorini et al. (2016)
noted, the emission from Imhotep is very weak. The gas column density
over Imhotep when it is illuminated is massively over-predicted when
assuming purely insolation-driven outgassing over the entire surface.
This fits well the interpretation of the November 2014 data by
Marschall et al. (2016) that activity on Imhotep is lower than elsewhere
on the nucleus. This might be somewhat surprising given the significant
surface changes seen in Imhotep over the mission (El-Maarry et al.,
2016). The higher emission of H2O from the “Neck” regions (Hapi) also
appears to be confirmed by comparison with the VIRTIS-M data. These
data provide an important additional constraint on the emission and
thus the inhomogeneities of the surface.
5.3. MIRO summary
The MIRO instrument allows for a LOS analysis through the inner
gas coma and thus has the potential to constrain smaller scale variations
of the surface gas emission distribution compared to instruments such
as ROSINA or VIRTIS. Relying on the measured H216O and H218O line
shapes we are now able to reconstruct the LOS altitude profile of H2O
number density, velocity, and temperature in nadir geometry. This
gives unprecedented information on the structure of the gas coma with
high accuracy down to 100m above the surface. Performing this re-
trieval for 71 observations around equinox in May 2015 we were able to
derive the following main points and conclusions.
• The MIRO spectra imply a significantly smaller water density profile
than the 3D model, and this is also true for the column density. The
retrieved altitude profile shows that water is consistent with the 1/r2
dependence, except for the density profile in the high altitude region
50–60 km, where the density slope changes (slower decay).• During the period under study, the MIRO observations of the “Neck”
region always yield a higher water column density compared to
other regions of similar illumination. The overall variability of all
retrieved MIRO column densities varies from about 2× 1015 to 3×
1016 molecules cm−2. However, even terminator or non-illuminated
areas within the FOV show considerable density. Therefore, even
MIRO observations with a relatively small FOV cannot determine
active versus inactive surfaces. This result is perhaps somewhat
unexpected.• The retrieved LOS expansion velocity implies that gas is accelerating
most of the time well above 10–20 km altitude, and relative to the
modelled profiles the gas seems to be faster by about 50–100m/s.• Similarly, the retrieved gas kinetic temperature is warmer than the
model predicted by 20–40 K on average.• The temperature profiles show a persistent warming feature in the
high altitudes, around 40–50 km. Taking into account the behaviour
of the density (slower fall-off), and the bulk velocity (also showing
slow-down) we tentatively postulate that local sublimation from
lifted dust/ice particles may be consistent with this feature. This
hypothesis is attractive, because the warm region in the upper at-
mosphere is prevalent even over the terminator or for poorly illu-
minated coma conditions. Perhaps, the water ice particles are lifted
by the more volatile gases which MIRO cannot detect, such as CO2
or CO. However, there are other factors that need to be investigated
in more detail before settling this issue, namely the role of electrons
in the water molecule excitation. We have made a preliminary study
for few cases of electron densities and temperatures, however, even
for optimistic values a maximum heating of 10 K was obtained,
which is still not enough for the 20–30 K warming shown in the
temperature profile.• Another persistent and directly observed feature is the “red emissionwing” in the H216O line shape. We do not attempt to fit this spectral
region by penalizing the retrieval routine, however, we discuss that
it would imply a very low gas speed and high temperature at lower
altitude (0–400m), almost a “stagnant” layer of gas around the
nucleus. Again, we leave the resolution of this issue to a later in-
vestigation.• The approach of using 3D model profiles as the starting conditions
for the MIRO retrieval proved extremely useful. The 3D model is
able to provide physics-based profiles, which are much better than
the typical approach of using the Haser model (Haser, 1957) for
density, empirical velocity and temperature profiles. It allowed us to
fit the complex line shapes of MIRO spectra to within 2σ of the
measured random noise.
5.4. OSIRIS summary
We have seen that some of our conclusions from the analysis of
measurements by other instruments are supported by the synthetic
OSIRIS images of the dust emission. In particular, we have shown that
an inhomogeneous gas emission caused by a regionally inhomogeneous
EAF distribution in conjunction with illumination variations results in
the inhomogeneous dust distribution in the coma needed for a good fit
to the data. Additionally we have seen slow-moving particles origi-
nating from the Imhotep region. Their average speed between 3 and
10 km distance from the nucleus centre of mass is 8m s−1 but we have
also seen the effect of dust acceleration due to the gas drag as the
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average speed between 3 and 5 km is 2.5m s−1 but 14m s−1 between 5
and 10 km. We have also demonstrated that variations in the illumi-
nation in combination with the local topography is sufficient for the
production of most of the seen smaller dust filaments. Furthermore we
could determine an enhanced dust and/or gas emission from the Ma’at
d) sub-region.
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Appendix A. Slow moving dust particles
In this appendix we model the curved dust feature originating from Imhotep as seen in Fig. 18. In the image the dust peak azimuth moved by −
11.2° AZ from a distance of d=3 km to d=5 km and an additional − 5.9° AZ from a distance of d=5 km to d=10 km. We have therefore run a
gravitational model to determine the dust speed that would reproduce this kind of shift. Particles are launched with a certain initial speed from the
surface of Imhotep and are then tracked through the gravity field taking into account the effect of the rotating nucleus. The Imhotep region was
illuminated for approximately 4 h prior to the acquisition of the OSIRIS image of Fig. 18. Hence we assume this is the maximum time prior to which
particles could have been emitted and thus this is the duration for which the simulation was run. Fig. A.22 shows the results for three different initial
dust speeds (2.5 m s−1, 8m s−1, and 14m s−1) for these simulations as column density plots as well as azimuthal plots to measure the angular
motion of the dust feature. The qualitative assessment of the curvatures seen in the top panels of Fig. A.22 shows differences, but it is difficult to
match the simulation to the data, so a quantitative perspective is needed. Table A.3 gives the angular difference of the Imhotep peaks between two
impact parameters. We see that even though the dust-gas interaction and thus acceleration is not taken into account, the results still give us
information about the change in particle speeds. The simulation with an initial speed of 8m s−1 gives the best fit to the total displacement between
3 km–10 km. It is thus reasonable to assume that this feature is dominated by particles moving at an average speed of 8m s−1. But going into more
detail we see that between 3 km–5 km the average dust speed needs to be 2.5m s−1 and between 5 km and 10 km the average dust speed matching
best is 14m s−1. This shows the acceleration of the particles driven by the gas flow. These simulations do not depend on the particle mass or size.
Therefore it is not possible to uniquely determine the dust size from this analysis alone. Only by linking this result with our dust dynamics simulation
including gas drag can we estimate the dust size. It is important to state here that this estimate of the dust size is degenerate with regard to the size
and mass of the particles. A large particle with low density will behave similarly as a small particle with a high density.
Fig. A.22. The top row shows the dust column density, ncol, for three different initial speeds (2.5m s−1, 8 m s−1, and 14m s−1) of dust particles originating from the
Imhotep region. The viewing geometry was chosen to be the one of the OSIRIS image of Fig. 18. The bottom row shows for each of the initial dust speeds the column
density as a function of the azimuthal angle as in the right panel of Fig. 18.
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Table A.3
Change in azimuth, Δϕ, of the Imhotep peak between two impact parameters, d, measured in the azimuthal plots of Fig. A.22. Marked in bold are the values
resembling closest the OSIRIS values.
Δϕ OSIRIS 2.5 m s−1 8m s−1 14m s−1
3 km–5 km − 11.2° − 1 1 . 1° − 7.6° − 7.5°
5 km–10 km − 5.9° − 19.2° − 9.5° − 5 . 8°
3 km–10 km − 17.1° − 30.3° − 1 7 . 0° − 13.4°
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